The Dragon Blade
This is a short, simple introductory scenario for Battle Royale. This scenario is intended mainly as a playtesting
tool and it should allow you and your group to try out most of the rules available at the Cinematic power-level.
You can create your own characters or use one of the four pre-generated characters provided.
The Setting: The scenario is set in the modern-day world. The game can take place in any decent-sized city in
the United States or, with a bit of tweaking, any other part of the world.
Power Level: Cinematic. The world operates much like an action movie: characters routinely engage in amazing
feats or death-defying stunts that stretch believability without breaking it. A Cinematic martial artist may be able
to kick in a car window without shattering their ankle or bring a knife to a gun-fight but they can’t catch bullets
in their teeth or make 30 story leaps. See the next page for the Cinematic Scale Chart for more info on what a
Cinematic martial artist might be capable of.
Supernatural Martial Arts: In the Dragon Blade setting supernatural martial arts exist which allow for literally
impossible feats. However, these martial arts are rare, secret styles kept hidden for centuries from the public eye.
If one of your players wants to start with a Supernatural Fighting Style then, in exchange for the greater power,
the Style starts at Average [0] Rank rather than Good [+2] Rank. One of the sample characters begins play with
a Style that allows Supernatural Moves.

Background Info
This scenario assumes that the characters are all playing martial artists who have managed to enter an elite (and
illegal) underground martial arts tournament simply called The Ring. The tournament is well-funded by shadowy
benefactors and the contestants are some of the best martial artists in the world. There are practically no rules in
the tournament beyond a ban on guns and other “lethal” weapons (although dangerous weapons like wooden
swords, brass knuckles and the like are perfectly fine). Any fighter may compete, no matter their chosen style,
and victory is decided by surrender or knock-out.
Although many martial artists are drawn to The Ring by the lure of glory and the chance to test their
mettle, many others are there for simpler reasons. The second-place prize is $250,000 in cash and the grand prize
is an ancient sword called The Dragon Blade. Few know the sword’s legendary history and status and no-one
knows how a purportedly mystical artifact came to be offered as a prize in an underground fighting tournament
but it is common knowledge that an antiquity like this could easily be worth millions...

The Cinematic Scale Chart
On the next page you’ll find a chart for various feats of strength, endurance, agility, etc and the associated
Difficulty Ranks and Target Numbers. The purpose of the chart is to provide a good baseline for the Cinematic
Power Level to allow DMs to judge the appropriate challenge for different situations. The chart is almost entirely
composed of physical challenges, since these are the ones most closely linked to a character’s Power Level as a
martial artist. For social, professional, intellectual or emotional Challenges you should consult the PDQ Master
Chart in the playtesting packet, since this will rarely scale with Power Level. An amazingly potent martial artist
may be able to shatter stone with their bare hands but they are not necessarily any more mentally or socially adept
than Cinematic or Realistic fighters.
Future playtesting packets will contain material for testing out the other Power Levels such as Realistic
(for grittier, more down-to-earth play) or Fantastic (for super-human wuxia style martial arts) and will include
additional to show how the Power Level can be “dialed in” by the GM to suit their game.

Difficulty Rank
[TN]
Poor [5]

Average [7]

Good [9]

Feat of
Strength

Accuracy

Acrobatics and
Agility

Endurance

Perception

Break a chair. Hit the broad
Knock down
side of a barn.
a heavy bookshelf.

Move quickly
through a
crowded room.

Stay clearheaded after a
couple of drinks.

Spot a wellknown face in a
crowded room.

Break down a
light door
with a few
kicks.

Pull off a basic
acrobatics routine.

Take a punch
without flinching.

Overhear a conversation in a full
room.

Hit a mansized target.

Break down a Hit a bullseye.
heavy wooden
door. Break a
2’x4’

Walk a tightrope. Run a mile withRun across an
out becoming
icy street.
tired. Go a night
without sleep.

Spot a pickpocket moving
through a crowd

Expert [11]

Lift a heavy
man above
your head.
Topple a
boulder.

Sever a rope
with a knife or
bullet.

Keep your balance on an icy
ledge. Jump between adjacent
buildings.

Stay clearheaded after
downing a bottle
of hard liquor.

Notice a spot of
blood on a man’s
sleeve as he
walks by

Master [13]

Snap a pair of
handcuffs.
Break open a
coconut barehanded.

Shoot a dime
out of the air.

Fight an opponent while standing on a balance
beam. Leap over
a man’s head.

Spend a day in
icy tundra or
blazing desert
without a problem.

Hear a cat walking across a roof
above you.

Impressive [15]

Bend an iron
bar. Topple a
large stone
statue.

Pin a moth to
the wall with a
shuriken.

Fall two stories
without injury.

Shake off cobra
venom. Stay
awake for a
week straight.

Identify a
masked and
robed man by
body language.

Intimidating
[17]

Snap a steel
chain. Flip
over a small
car.

Ricochet a
shot to hit a
target behind
you.

Engage in comIgnore prolonged Find a needle in
bat while balanc- physical torture. a haystack in uning on a
der 5 minutes.
tightrope.

Impossible [19]

Smash
through a
wooden wall.
Uproot a
small tree.

Hit a target
while hanging
upside down in
a thunderstorm.

Juggle flaming
coals without
being burned.
Fall three stories
without injury.

Inconceivable!
[21+]

Yank steel
bars from
concrete.
Topple a
stone column.

Do the above
with your eyes
closed.

Engage in comSurvive a colbat while doing a lapsing building
handstand.
without injury.

Walk away from
a high speed collision.

Spot an identify
a threat from
hundreds of
yards away.
Identify someone
by scent...after
they’ve already
left the room.

Sample Characters
Although you and your players are free to create your own characters, I’ve provided a set of four, pre-generated
martial artists suitable for the setting and Power Level of the game. If you want to make your own then the Battle
Royale character sheet can be found in the back of the playtest packet.

Carrie Schatz
· Background: Carrie is a police officer in the local city who just so happens to be an extremely skilled martial
artist. Normally she is not one for tournament fighting (especially illegal matches!) and very likely she will
be taking part in the tournament “undercover”. She might be there to break it up and find evidence on who
is behind it. She might also be following the trail of another crime (perhaps the Dragon Blade was recently
stolen from a private collector) or even be taking part in the match for personal reasons (maybe a vendetta
against another fighter that can’t be settled through legal means).
· Fighting Style: Carrie practices an antique martial art called Kampfringen passed down through her family
with tweaks and modernizations added with each generation. It is an Ocean Form martial art and it’s Theme
focuses heavily on grappling and wrestling, although it also includes in-fighting striking techniques with
fists, knees and elbows.
· Miscellany: Carrie has the Technique For Justice! which is unchained, so it will apply in any situation where
Carrie is acting to foil a crime or bring a criminal to justice.

Thomas Doyle
· Background: Thomas stands out among most of the scarred and unsavory underground fighters that
populate The Ring. He’s an extremely handsome and somewhat willowy young man who doesn’t seem much
like a professional fighter, which is entirely appropriate since he isn’t one. Although by normal standards he’s
an extremely skilled fighter his primary occupation is theft. He’s used his fighting skills (and some luck) to
get into the tournament but he isn’t likely looking to become a champion of The Ring...he’s just looking to
get close enough to make off with one of the prizes: the cash, the sword or (preferably) both. Of course, to
do this he’ll need to make it through at least the first few rounds...
· Fighting Style: Thomas’ “Spinning Stick” combat is a self-made style which is a hybrid of Escrima-based
stick fighting and fancy, acrobatic footwork from other long-range martial arts styles. It is a Wind Form
martial art and it’s Theme is a focus on mobility and deceptive footwork and feints along with fighting with
one or two weapons such as sticks or knives. His preferred weapons are a pair of extendable steel batons.
· Miscellany: Thomas has traded out some of his martial arts focus in exchange for talent in other areas,
sacrificing one of his Style Ranks for two additional Strength Ranks. His “Good [+2] Past: Friends In Low
Places” Strength refers to the extensive network of contacts, fences and criminal “buddies” he’s cultivated
over the years in his time as a thief.

Tracy Reid
· Background: It would shock most people who have met Tracy (and especially those who have seen her
fight) but she actually grew up in an extremely affluent and wealthy family. Unfortunately, following a
particularly nasty bit of inter-familial drama Tracy officially cut herself off from her family shortly after she
graduated high school. That was a few years and she’s managed to get into a good college and is trying to
make it on her own, paying tuition with a part-time job and the proceeds of her boxing (a talent she
discovered during high school to the misfortune of many would-be bullies). However, it’s tough to study and
train and showing up to work covered in bruises is not a good way to get a raise, so she’s been looking for a
way to earn the money she needs for the next few years of college all in one shot. After hearing about The
Ring and the impressive cash prize she decided (with some reservations) to take part.
· Fighting Style: Tracy has two Fighting Styles, both different styles of boxing. The Full-Auto Fists style is
“in-fighting”, a Flame Form boxing style whose Theme focuses on rapid-fire flurry attacks and sticking close
to her opponent and not giving them any chance to retreat or catch their breath. Her Steel Knuckle Style is a

less mobile, Mountain Form, style which focuses on slower, more powerful punches and is her preferred
Style.
· Miscellany: Tracy has a Signature Move that she’s developed in her past boxing career: The Devastator. The
Move is a Mighty Blow using her Steel Knuckle Style that takes the form of a extremely powerful right
uppercut that will lay many opponents flat.

Zhang Heung
· Background: Zhang Heung is a recent arrival to the USA and he’s come here specifically to enter The Ring
in hopes of meeting his brother, Zhang Yi, and kill him. The two brothers were orphaned at an early age and
raised by a distant relative: a reclusive martial arts master. Their adoptive father was one of the few martial
artists who knows the secret of truly supernatural martial arts and he passed these teachings down to his two
sons. However, Yi was hungry for more secrets and was not satisfied with his father’s slow and steady
teaching method and so he killed the old man with a surprise attack and stole the ancient martial arts manuals
in his care. Heung suspects that his brother may enter The Ring lured by the promise of glory or the mythical
powers of the Dragon Blade. It is up to the GM whether anything comes of this side-plot. Perhaps Yi is a
contestant in the tournament or perhaps he is one of those who will attempt to get their hands on the Dragon
Blade later...or perhaps he will never appear. If Yi is a part of the story he should have similar Strengths to
Heung, changing only one or two.
· Fighting Style: Zhang Heung practices a truly supernatural form of martial arts: the dread Dim-Mak
technique. His Dim-Mak Style is a Mystic Form martial art whose Theme is the manipulation of an
opponent’s spiritual and physical energy through strikes at their pressure points and chi-lines. Dim-Mak is
supernatural but it is not blatant or flashy. One of Heung’s incredibly precise strikes may paralyze a limb,
cause internal bleeding, explode organs or otherwise cripple an opponent but it does not involve flinging
fireballs or shredding steel.
· Miscellany: Because it is a supernatural Style, Dim-Mak is bought at one Rank lower than normal (starting
at Average [0], then raised to Good [+2].) If you’re using Zhang Yi, then he will have the same Fighting Style
except that his is a combination of Mystic and Flame Form, to represent his more reckless and deadly
techniques.

Natalie Hayashi
· Background: Natalie was spending the summer break after her freshman year of college home alone while
her mother was traveling for business when she was suddenly confronted by a paternal grandmother she
never knew that she had...a tiny old japanese woman with a ridiculous-sounding story. Apparently, Natalie’s
father (who died in a car accident the year before) was a member of an ancient line of warriors who had been
entrusted with the guardianship of a mystical artifact called the Dragon Blade. He was stifled by the clan’s
traditions and left them, moving to the USA and living as a normal white-collar office worker. However, a
few months ago the clan was practically wiped out by mysterious attackers who stole the Dragon Blade,
leaving only a few surviving elders. Now, with her father dead, Natalie is the sole heir to the clan’s duty and
she must enter The Ring in an attempt to retrieve the Dragon Blade. Natalie protested of course but her
newfound grandmother was quite...persuasive.
· Fighting Style: Natalie has received about of month of brutal training in her clan’s swordfighting technique.
Although normally it would be ridiculous for her to even begin to master the Style in that time it seems like
talent with swordsmanship is hereditary. Her Style is a Steel Form martial art based around fighting with a
katana. In the tournament she merely carries a heavy wooden sword, but if she gets the chance to wield the
Dragon Blade itself she can “attune” it by spending a Spirit Point allowing her to use Supernatural Moves
(based on wind, thunder and lightning) with the sword for the remainder of the Scene.
· Miscellany: Natalie has sacrificed one Style Rank for two Strength Ranks. She has an unchained Technique
Good Luck Charm in the form of an antique hair pin and comb that she uses to keep her hair pinned when
fighting.

Battle

Name
Carrie Schatz
Description
Short, dark hair and stocky build.
Intense eyes and scary attitude.

Core Strengths

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Defend The Helpless
Past: Good [+2] Police Training
Focus:

Expert [+4] Determination

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Athletic
Good [+2] A Very Scary Individual
Average [0] Tough

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Expert [+4] Kampfringen (Ocean)

Techniques

Flaws

For Justice! (unchained)
Fearless (Determination)

Stubborness

Signature Moves

Name
Thomas Doyle
Description
Handsome and athletic. Likes flashy
and expensive clothes.

Core Strengths

Battle

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Getting Rich
Past: Good [+2] Friends In Low Places
Focus:

Expert [+4] Breaking And Entering

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Fast On His Feet
Good [+2] Handsome Devil
Expert [+4] Demon Behind The Wheel

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Good [+2] Spinning Sticks Style (Wind)

Techniques

Flaws

Seduction (Handsome Devil)
Motorcycles
(Demon Behind The Wheel)
Acrobatic Dodging
(Fast On His Feet)

Big Ego
Can’t Resist A Scam
Signature Moves

Name
Tracy Reid
Description
Cheerful and boisterous. Short but
muscular.

Core Strengths

Battle

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Get Her Degree
Past: Good [+2] Black Sheep Of A Rich Family
Focus:

Expert [+4] Strong

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Iron Jaw
Good [+2] Makes Friends Easily

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Good [+2] Full-Auto Fists (Flame)
Good [+2] Steel Knuckle (Mountain)

Techniques

Flaws

Taking a Punch (Iron Jaw)
Powerful Right (Strong)

Stubborness

Signature Moves
The Devastator (Mighty Blow)

Name
Zhang Heung
Description
Plain features.
Friendly and somewhat niave.

Core Strengths

Battle

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Kill His Brother
Past: Good [+2] Youth Spend In The Wilderness
Focus:

Good [+2] Lightning Reflexes

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Endurance Training
Good [+2] Iron Willpower
Good [+2] Stealthy
Average [0] Acupuncture

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Good [+2] Dim-Mak (Mystic)

Techniques

Flaws

Dodging (Lightning Reflexes)
Difficult To Surprise
(Lighting Reflexes)
Finger Strikes (Dim-Mak)

Fish Out Of Water

Signature Moves

Battle

Name
Natalie Hayashi
Description
Young woman who does not at all
seem like she should be in an arena.

Core Strengths

Player
Training Points

Royale

Damage Track

Motivation: Good [+2] Get Her Normal Life Back
Past: Good [+2] High School Gymnastics Champ
Focus:

Expert [+4] Smart And Observant

Strengths

Damage Track

Good [+2] Chemistry and Biology Major
Good [+2] Fierce When Angered
Good [+2] Amateur Computer Hacker
Good [+2] Mentor: Wizened Grandmother

Fighting Styles

Damage Track

Good [+2] Dragon Blade Style (Steel)

Techniques

Flaws

Wielding The Dragon Blade
(Dragon Blade Style)
Good Luck Charm (unchained)

Light Build
Nervous
Signature Moves

Part 1: The Ring
The scenario begins at start of the underground tournament known as The Ring. The assumption is that each of
the PCs have already been entered into the tournament but if you’d like to run a prelude for one or more of the
characters to see how they manage get their names on the list.

Location

Security

The location for this year’s competition is a converted warehouse tucked
away somewhere on the wrong side of the tracks, a place where interruptions
by the authorities are unlikely. The interior of the warehouse has been
converted to an arena with a 25’ square, roped off, fighting ring in the center.
There is very little in the way of seating...in fact the whole place is disturbingly empty and quiet for a fighting arena. There are only a few bleachers for
a small number of spectators (mostly other competitors and a few guests).
However, the entire building is wired up with a large array of cameras and
microphones designed to catch every moment of every fight.
There are a few offices at the far end of the warehouse which are off
limit and presumably contain whoever is supervising the events. However, no
one ever emerges from behind the office’s tinted windows during the tournament. Presumably the cash prize and the Dragon Blade are kept here.

Security for The Ring takes the
form of black-suited men and
women with stony faces and humorless dispositions. They keep
watch on the building both inside
and out and all carry tasers and
handguns.
Despite their threatening appearance the security forces are
Minions (Good [+2] Professional
Security) and are usually only a
danger in large groups. There
should be at least a dozen of them
in and around the warehouse at
The Fights
There are very few rules within The Ring, there are no rounds or time-outs, any given time, ready to leap into
any fighting style is permitted and there is little that stands between a fighter action if they’re needed.
and severe injury or death. There is no referee, all announcements are made
via PA system and the rules are enforced by The Ring’s security personnel. There are only four rules that must
be followed at all times...failure to do so will result in disqualification (and likely a dogpile of security personnel.)
· All fights are one-on-one. No other fighter is allowed to participate in a match and any fighting within the
warehouse other than an official match is not tolerated.
· No firearms are permitted and neither are any sharpened cutting or stabbing weapons. Beyond that any
weapons and any fighting techniques are permitted. Eye-gouges, groin attacks, biting and anything else is all
on the table.
· Fighters are allowed to exit and re-enter the ring as they like but they are not allowed to enter the back offices
at any time nor are they permitted to leave the building during a match.
· A match will end only when one opponent surrenders (verbally or by tapping out) or is unable to continue
(due to injuries or death). The loser will receive any necessary medical attention from a doctor on hand and
any funeral expenses will be covered by The Ring
The Ring follows a simple single-elimination formula. The fighters are randomly paired up, they fight, the
winners move on and the losers can no longer participate (although they may stay to watch future matches). The
exact pattern the fights follow is up to the GM, this is a chance for you and your players to get a handle on the
combat system. It’s recommended that you start with one or two simple matches so that players can try and get
the hang of it before things get serious (see Opponents on the next page). Remember that there will be some
downtime between each match and give everyone an opportunity for role-playing, pursuing their personal goals
and so on. The Ring will last several days at least so there’s plenty of opportunity for personal drama, scheming,
underhanded tactics and the like. Even if a PC loses and is out of the competition then they can still watch
matches, make bets, squabble with other fighters and pursue their own goals.

Once everyone thinks they understand how it all works you might consider trying out the Bout system.
This is best done all at once. Each player should be paired up with one another or with an NPC martial artist and
the entire group can play out a Bout together. These fights are probably not simultaneous, instead they represent
matches being performed hours or even days apart but the Bout format makes it easy to have all of these fights at
once.

Opponents
The following are some martial artists who your players might face in The Ring. They’re sorted by their relative
strength and likelihood of victory. Some NPC opponents start with their own Spirit Dice which they can use just
like a player might (this is in addition to the GM’s own stash of Spirit Dice which can always be used for any
NPC.)
Weaklings (0 Spirit Dice)
These fighters have a very small chance of winning against one of the PCs, they’re strictly small fry who are in
The Ring to pad out the early fights. They’re only appropriate for the first elimination round. Not every fighter of
this caliber even practices a true Fighting Style, simply relying on crude techniques and natural ability.
“Hercules” Cole
Cole is a professional wrestler who’s entered The Ring in hopes of building “street cred” or getting noticed by
one of the event’s shadowy sponsors. He’ll try and fight using his professional wrestling moves, which only
inflict Failure Ranks.
Strengths: Good [+2] Pretty Muscles; Good [+2] Play The Crowd; Average [0] Local Fame; Good [+2] Big Guy
Flaw: Kayfabe (Cole always tries to stay “in character” as his overconfident, brash wrestling persona)
Jerry Parker
Jerry is little more than a street thug with a local reputation for brawling and busting people up. He has little
interest in fair play or competition and is only here for a chance to hurt people and get his hands on the prize
money. He’ll likely sneak a gun or a knife past security, making him an excellent source for out-of-the-ring
drama and danger.
Strengths: Good [+2] Shooting, Good [+2] Nasty Reputation, Average [0] Vicious, Average [0] Tough Bastard
(Technique: Ignoring Pain)
Flaw: Anger Management
Style: Good [+2] Street Slam (Flame Form, Theme is dirty fighting with punches, kicks and improvised weapons)
Shu Machida
Shu is a local karate black belt and martial arts instructor. He is a talented martial artist and overall good guy
but he’s never been in a “real” fight or even competed outside of a rigid tournament structure.
Strengths: Good [+2] Excellent Reflexes, Good [+2] Discipline, Expert [+4] Healthy Living, Average [0] Athletic
Flaws: Fair Play (not used to dealing with dirty fighting or trickery)
Style: Good [+2] Karate (Steel Form. Theme is standard karate techniques, mainly punches and kicks)
If you want to make your own Weakling fighter to act as a speedbump for one of your PCs (either in or out of The
Ring) then give them 3-4 Strength Ranks and (if they’re trained martial artists) a single Style Rank along with a
Technique or Average [0] Strength or two. Most characters will have a Flaw but this can also be skipped if you
don’t want to bother with it.

Rivals (2 Spirit Dice)
A Rival is an opponent skilled enough to represent a significant challenge to a Player Character and may be
suitable for minor, reoccurring characters. A Rival is unlikely to defeat a PC in a one-on-one fight but they will
usually force a player to “get serious” and burn some Spirit Dice to win.
Harry Mann
Harry is a large, bull-like man with a face that looks like it’s been hit by a barrel of bricks. He’s a boxer whose
main talent is his great size and truly impressive pain tolerance. He prefers fighting without gloves and his face
and hands are covered in scars.
Strengths: Good [+2] Big And Burly (Technique: Fighting Smaller Opponents); Expert [+4] Feels No Pain
(Techniques: Thick Skull); Good [+2] Scary Face
Flaw: Punch Drunk (slow reflexes and not too bright)
Styles: Good [+2] Hammer Fist Boxing (Flame Form, Theme is bare-knuckle boxing meant to overwhelm
opponent with power and aggression.)
Rosalie Pinette
Rosalie (or just “Rose”) is a staunch proponent of European martial arts and normally makes her living
demonstrating and teaching at SCA events or renaissance fairs. However, while she often uses her skills for
entertainment she is a skilled fighter and sees The Ring as a rare opportunity to demonstrate her ability.
Strengths: Expert [+4] Calm And Collected; Good [+2] Historical Scholar; Good [+2] Blacksmith
Flaw: My Glasses! (Terrible vision without her large, coke-bottle glasses)
Styles: Expert [+4] Wooden Whirlwind Style (Ocean Form, Theme is fighting with a quarterstaff, emphasizes
lots of feints and blocks to tire out opponents and wait for an opening. Techniques: Blocks)
Toby Krima
Toby is an MMA fighter who was recently forced to leave the UFC under accusations of steroid use. Without
any sponsors (and a gambling problem) he’s looking for some quick cash...and The Ring doesn’t care what
drugs fighters might use.
Strengths: Expert [+4] Long, Strong Legs (Techniques: Leaping); Expert [+4] Suspiciously Bulging Muscles,
Average [0] Rugged
Flaw: Raging (easily provoked and prone to excessive violence)
Styles: Good [+2] Viper Foot Style (Wind Form, a form of kickboxing that emphasizes mobility and speed to
avoid clinches while using reach to pound on the opponent. Techniques: Kicks)

Rivals are usually built with 4-5 Strength Ranks and 1-2 Style Ranks and a Flaw. They usually have at least one
or two Techniques as well, they may have an Average [0] Strength or two as well. Avoid giving them any
Signature Moves unless you want to really challenge your player or you plan on making the Rival a reoccurring
character.

Elites (4 Spirit Dice)
In the “final rounds” of the tournament there likely won’t be many fighters other than the PCs left, but here are a
couple of “elite” level fighters to challenge your players with. An Elite fighter is essentially equal to a player
character and a one-on-one match between the two could potentially go either way. One of the two Elite fighters
practices a supernatural martial art and the other is the champion of the previous Ring tournament.

Shi Mei
This young Shoalin monk is deceptively frail in appearance but under her robes are countless scars that attest
to the brutality of her training. Through training, both physical and spiritual, Mei has achieved the ability to use
supernatural martial arts. Which only makes it stranger that she would participate in something like The Ring.
Strengths: Master [+6] Body Like Iron (Techniques: Standing Firm, Bracing For Impact); Good [+2] Monastic
Upbringing; Good [+2] Mysterious Goals; Good [+2] Meditation;
Flaw: Short (she’s strong and tough, but still tiny)
Styles: Good [+2] Iron Shirt And Steel Fist (Mountain Form, her style is internal and focuses on using her inner strength to harden her skin and muscles giving her incredible power and toughness. Hardened Fists)
Signature Move: Heavy Stone Foot. A supernatural Mighty Blow move that involves a powerful stomp that
cracks the ground. Unlikely to use except as a last resort to avoid killing her opponent (and destroying the arena)
The Masked Beast
The champion of the previous year’s Ring tournament the so-called “Masked Beast” is an anonymous wrester
who fights in the lucha libre style, including an elaborate animal-like mask. His power and speed are exceptional
and he fights with a mix of flashy, aerial luchadore moves and other, more practical martial arts. In the ring he
speaks only with animal noises but if defeated and unmasked he’ll be revealed as a friendly, intelligent fellow
who takes his loss with aplomb.
Strengths: Expert [+4] Bestial Strength, Good [+2] Unknown Origins; Good [+2] Motivation: Keeping The
Championship; Expert [+4] Aerial Acrobatics (Techniques: Leaping Off Something)
Flaw: Masked (will go to great lengths to remain masked until defeated)
Styles: Expert [+4] Terrifying Aerial Beast Style (Steel Form, the theme is a mix of high-flying tackles, slams
and drop-kicks along with close-in wrestling maneuvers. Technique: Flying Drop Kick, In The Ring).
Elites are built using basically the same rules as a normal PC. They usually have 6 Strength Ranks (possibly
including one or more Core Strengths), 2 Style Ranks, a Flaw and Bonus Points to purchase Techniques and
Signature Moves.

Wrapping Up
You can keep this section going for as long as you feel the need to, it’s mostly meant to allow players an
opportunity to get a feel for the Battle Royale system against one another and a variety of opponents. If you think
it’s fun then you can keep going all the way to the end and a one-on-one fight for championship of The Ring. Then
again you may decide to move on after the first elimination round or two. Obviously if all of the players have been
taken out then there’s no point in continuing. Once you’ve decided that you and your players have had enough
then the plot can move on...

Part 2: Intruders!
Unknown to the players there are other forces who are after the Dragon Blade and they aren’t interested in playing
along with the competition and intend to take it by force. Depending on when you decided to end Part 1 the attack
may occur during one of the player’s fights (count it as the end of the Scene for purposes of recovery) or it may
occur at the end of the tournament just as the prizes are being brought out.

Smash And Grab
The attackers are a group of highly trained and well-armed
mercenary commandos led by Marko Ozerov. Prior to the attack
they will surround the warehouse and cut the power. The power
will only remain off for a few seconds until hidden generators
kick in and restore it...but in that time they will toss in some
flash-bang grenades, smash their way in through the door and
windows and as soon as the lights come on they will open fire on
The Ring’s security and any fighters who look like they’re in the
way. Their goal is the back office of the warehouse where the
Dragon Blade is stored.
Mercenaries (Minions): Expert [+4] Hardened Soldiers. The
Mercenaries are armed with SMGs, flash-bangs and handguns.
Marko Ozerov (4 Spirit Dice): Marko is a large, heavily built
Russian man who looks like he stepped right out of a Cold
War-era action movie, right down to the ugly facial scar. He’s an
ex-Spetsnaz soldier who now works for hire. He’s also an extremely dangerous martial artist.

Guns
Marko and his men are well-armed and are
definitely not afraid to use their weapons.
So...how do guns work in Battle Royale?
There are several different ways to handle them which will be addressed in the final
book. However, for this setting and Power
Level guns don’t grant a bonus to attack or
inflict any additional damage. They work
just like any other attack, armed or unarmed.
However, it is more difficult to defend
against firearms, so it isn’t normally possible
to use Fighting Styles to help resist attacks
from guns (or attack with them) and characters are forced to rely on their natural reflexes and toughness (in the form of
Strengths) if they hope to avoid injury.

Strengths: Expert [+4] Special Forces Training; Good [+2] Loyal To His Employer; Expert [+4] Built Like A
Brick Wall (Techniques: Physical Intimidation, Absorbing Pain); Good [+2] Tactical Thinking; Good [+2]
Driving; Average [0] Thick Russian Accent
Flaw: Walking Cliche (If a player makes a guess about Marko based on any “Russian villain” cliches they’re
probably right.”
Fighting Styles: Expert [+4] Systema (Mountain and Ocean Form. Systema (The System) is a martial art based
strikes and pressure to the joints. Techniques: Multiple Opponents, Surprise Attacks)

The Battle
There are three general ways that the attack can be handled:
· Minion Mash: The mercenaries bust their way in and immediately engage with the security forces (who are
outgunned) and the fighters. Each player has to deal with a group of three mercenary Minions. This gives you
a chance to test out the Minion rules while keeping things fairly low-risk. The other mercenaries and Marko
meanwhile overwhelm the rest of the resistance and make off with the Dragon Blade.
· Full On: Run this as a full-scale battle. Most of the other fighters, the security forces and the mercenaries are
busy engaging one another but if the PCs want to foil the attack they’ll have to deal with 12-20 Minions (who
divide themselves into groups to engage the PCs) and Marko Ozerov. Use this option if you don’t mind the
possibility of things ending here or the possibility of one or more of your players getting taken to Absolute
Zero.
· Karmic Misfortune: This is the simplest and fastest way to handle things. Things go dark, there’s sudden
explosions of noise and light and then the players find themselves on the floor after being stunned by a

grenade or perhaps catching a graze from a bullet. The attackers have already taken the Dragon Blade and
are escaping. Give each PC three Spirit Dice.

Giving Chase
If he has retrieved the Dragon Blade Marko and his men will retreat to their vehicles (collection of black SUVs
parked nearby) and drive off. The players should have a moment to catch their breath and collect their thoughts
but they won’t have much time if they want to stop Marko from escaping (if they don’t care about the Dragon
Blade they may care about the quarter of a million dollars Marko took along as well).
Marko is headed towards the harbor, taking a roundabout way to avoid areas of heavy traffic and police
presence, where he has a boat waiting to take him and his men away. There are a variety of ways to handle this
Scene depending on the player’s resources and goals. They may engage in a frantic, high-speed chase or perhaps
they find some way to cut off Marko’s escape and get to the harbor ahead of time. If your players seem stuck on
what to do the simplest way to handle it is to have one of the mysterious Ring organizers show up with a GPS
tracking device that was hidden on the Dragon Blade for just such an occasion. This should allow the players to
attempt to catch Marko before he sets off.
If they catch him on the road Marko has about 20 men (minus any defeated by the players) divided up
among several cars. He has the Dragon Blade with him in the lead car. There are six more mercenaries waiting
for him at the boat.

The Showdown
Whether the players are beat him there, arrive hot on his heels or show up just before he casts away the boat is a
great scene for a final showdown with Marko. If he still has most of his Minions with him feel free to play it out
as a simple brawl, encouraging players (via Spirit Dice rewards) to make use of the unique environment in their
description and actions. If most of Marko’s men have been whittled down then feel free to make things more
complicated for the players to up the challenge. Perhaps a storm sets in, rocking the boat to-and-fro or perhaps
the police or coast guard are alerted by the chaos.
It’s possible that one of the players (especially if you’re using the pre-generated characters) may attempt
to snatch up the Dragon Blade for themselves during the fight and it could certainly turn the tide. Wielding the
mystic sword grants a +2 bonus to any attack rolls made with it and if the character spends a Spirit Die to “attune”
the sword then it will allow access to Supernatural Moves (assuming the player has a Fighting Style that’s suitable
for sword fighting.) The Dragon Blade’s powers are elementally-themed and linked with thunder, lightning and
storms.
The true nature of Marko’s employers will likely remain a mystery. Forcing him to reveal them will be
difficult to say the least and even he doesn’t know very much. Likewise, if he’s allowed to escape here the players
will likely never see Marko or the Dragon Blade again.

Part 3: Wrap-Up
Assuming that the players managed to retrieve the Dragon Blade then there’s the big question of who gets to keep
it. Each character will likely have their own reasons for wanting to keep the Blade and the matter will have to be
resolved one way or another...Marko may not be the final battle for the Dragon Blade after all. If The Ring was
interrupted before a champion was chosen then the organizers might show up with additional security personnel
or one of the Elites might arrive insisting that the competition isn’t over until they’ve been defeated.
No matter how it ends there is little fallout from the incident. The Ring will clean up any signs of it’s
presence or the battle in a matter of hours and they’ll vanish without a trace until next year’s competition. The
police might end up wanting to ask the player’s a few questions but Marko and his men are clearly bigger fish and
they’ll have plenty on their plates already.
Hope you enjoyed this playtesting scenario, please let me know how it went!

